• LACERATION TRAYS
• RESUSCATION MASKS
• SKIN STAPLER
• DISPOSABLE HEATED BLANKETS
• CHEST TUBE INSERTATION KIT(S)
• FIELD BLOOD TRANSFUSION KIT(S)
• TRAUMA KIT(S)
• TORNQUIET(S)
• COMBAT GAUZE
• SURGICAL SCISSORS
• CHEST SEAL
• NITRILE DISPOSABLE GLOVE(S)
• NEEDLE DECOMPRESSION KIT(S)
• STETHOSCOPE(S)
• HYPROTHERMIA PREVENTION KIT(S)
• SYRINGES
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• Ballistic sunglasses, any type – 10 units
• Tactical backpack, 40-60L – 6 units
• All-season sleeping bag – 14 units
• Electronic earmuffs – 10 units MSA SUPREME PRO GREEN
• Rangefinder 4 units [www.amazon.com/Vortex-OpGcs-Ranger-Laser-Rangefinder/dp/]
• summer tactical shoe – 9 (4 pairs), 10 (4 pairs) [www.amazon.com/Merrell-Work-Mens-]
• Ballistic helmet – 7 units, sizes L-XL [www.hardheadveterans.com/products/ballisGc-]
• Radios - (Hytera PD605, Motorola DP4400 vhf Modem Novatel Mifi 6620l)
• Cable (wires) 30 meters long
• Antenna KNA24-1700/2700
• Knee pads, 20 pairs [www.amazon.com/gp/product/B001AC4KW6]
• Gloves (M and L), 15 pairs [www.amazon.com/gp/product/B005YSS0EQ]
• Boot socks – 40 pairs [www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01GUZRO5W]
• Undershirts, Underpants – 20 pairs (M and L)
• Trousers 20 units (multicamo, various sizes)
• Utility blouse 20 units (multicamo, various sizes)
• IFAK – 30 units [www.amazon.com/RHINO-RESCUE-Medical-TacGcal-Military/dp/B09V45H74Z]
• Advil, painkillers, immune system vitamins
• Combat Tourniquet
• Baby wipes - 8-10 packs [www.amazon.com/Pampers-Complete-Scented-Pop-Top-Refill/]
• Lowa Z-6S C Tactical Boots Sizes (US men’s): 9 (3 pairs), 10 (5 pairs), 11 (3 pairs), 12 (1 pairs),
• Condor Outdoor Ronin Chest Rig – 20 units
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- Body armor Level 4 and up
- Plates (such as SAP/ESAPI)
- Ballistic Helmet (such as FAST, MICH)
- Shoulder strap with MOLLE system
- Tactical watches
- Tactical sneakers
- Knee pads
- Uniforms (multicam)
- T-shirts
- Tactical shirt (UBACS, Multicam, MTP)
- Tactical gloves
- Ballistic eyeglasses (ESS, Crossbow, Revision, Oakley)
- Tactical backpacks (olive, multicam, 35L)
- Means for Weapon care (BALISTOL)
- First aid kit IFAK
- Walkie-talkie (HYTERA)
- Thermal imager (such as HIKMiro, LYNX TERMAL YELESSCOPE, PULSAR AXION QR35)
- Active headphones (Impact sport electronic earmuffs, walkers Razor Slim, Earmor M32)
- Thermal sights Guide (for thermal imager)
- Drones (such as DJI, Mavic 3 or Advanced Enterprise)